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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces Data2Neo, an open-source Python library
for converting relational data into knowledge graphs stored in
Neo4j databases. With extensive customization options and support
for continuous online data integration from various data sources,
Data2Neo is designed to be user-friendly, efficient, and scalable to
large datasets. The tool significantly lowers the barrier to entry
for creating and using knowledge graphs, making this increasingly
popular form of data representation accessible to a wider audience.
The code is available at jkminder/data2neo.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Information systems → Mediators and data integration;
Extraction, transformation and loading; Data cleaning; Graph-
based database models.
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neo4j, data integration, graph databases, data migration, data clean-
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1 INTRODUCTION

Relational databases are the most common way of organising data.
However, they pose severe limitations for data handling because
of their static set of tables with a fixed set of columns, each table
representing a different entity or concept [8, 9, 11, 34, 35, 43]. There-
fore, graph databases have emerged as a widely accepted substitute
for relational databases, with Neo4j as one of the most prominent
systems. In graph databases information is stored in nodes and
their relationships. Any node can store any amount of information
and can be connected to any other node through relationships,
represented as directed edges between related nodes. Additionally,
relationships can store any data.

Such databases are more flexible also because they can grow or-
ganically and support dynamic data. Consequently, graph databases
have attracted a lot of interest in the scientific community [12, 16,
21, 28, 30, 32, 36, 38]. While relational database systems are opti-
mized for aggregated data, graph databases are optimized for highly
interlinked data [25], i.e. they can be visualized in Knowledge Graphs
(KGs). Depending on the data, KGs have been shown to provide
significant advantages in terms of query execution time [6, 7, 19]

KGs are proving to be pivotal in many machine learning applica-
tions, including Large Language Models and Retrieval-Augmented
∗Correspondence to jminder@ethz.ch

Generation (RAG) systems, by enhancing the integration and re-
trieval of structured knowledge. They provide context and back-
ground knowledge that is essential for sophisticated applications,
such as question answering and advanced automated reasoning
across various domains [10, 13, 15, 20, 23, 29, 31, 37, 39, 41]. In ad-
dition, they serve as a rich source of semantically structured infor-
mation for high-quality training data [5, 27, 40]. Beyond their role
in machine learning frameworks, KGs also have intrinsic potential
for data analysis in their own right. They enable the extraction of
insights through the relationships they map between different data
points, which is critical in domains such as biomedicine [26, 42],
cybersecurity [17, 22], and financial services [18]. The capacity
of KGs to seamlessly integrate diverse data types and provide a
holistic view makes them invaluable for predictive analytics and
decision-making processes.

While certain datasets may opt for graph databases as their
storage solution from the outset, there is considerable value in in-
tegrating existing relational data into knowledge graphs. However,
integrating data into KGs might not be straightforward for many
interested users, especially when the data integration necessitates
employing complicated data transformation pipelines, e.g. when the
data needs to be cleaned up or updated in real-time. To tackle these
challenges, and to lower the entry barrier of data integration, we
introduce Data2Neo1, an open-source Python library designed for
building data pipelines that convert relational data into knowledge
graphs. The library provides extensive customization options while
remaining easy to use. The main contributions of Data2Neo are i)
abstraction of an easy-to-define YAML-like conversion recipe, ii)
trivial integration of custom pipeline steps, iii) the ability to convert
and stream from any data source, and iv) optimized parallelized
data processing and KG generation.

2 EXISTING SOLUTIONS

The official Neo4j documentation mentions several ways to import
data into a Neo4j graph database [3].

Direct Import (DI). Neo4j has native support for importing CSV
files, which can be a convenient option for simple conversions. This
option requires a dump of individual entity tables, converted to
nodes, and join-tables, converted to relationships, formatted as CSV
files. It is the simplest and most efficient way to import data into
Neo4j. It is possible to add customization through CYPHER, Neo4j’s
query language, but this adds complexity to the process, making

1https://github.com/jkminder/data2neo
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Figure 1: A schematic overview of data integration with Data2Neo: We are given three input data sources, each represented by a color, with one row per table. The

Figure displays three timesteps (𝑡 = 0, 𝑡 = 1, 𝑡 = 2). The user defines a ResourceIterator that iterates over all the input data and specifies an abstract conversion

recipe for each data source within a Conversion Schema. We visualize different node labels by colors. The converted data is pushed to the Knowledge Graph. You

can also merge information from different sources – the 𝑓 and 𝑥 node from the blue and green data source are merged because they have the same value (0) and
share the same label (as represented by the color). To customize the integration the user can define pre- and postprocessor functions. These functions support

arbitrary Python code.

it unsuitable for complicated data integration. DI is comparable to
processing and manipulating data directly via SQL in a relational
database. An extension to this is the APOC plugin [2] for Neo4j,
which adds support for more data sources and various CYPHER
add-ons, such as conditional CYPHER execution. While the plugin
provides additional functionality, it does not solve the problem of
the overhead complexity of CYPHER queries for data processing.

Extract-Transform-Load tools (ETL). These mostly GUI-based
software solutions are designed to handle general data conver-
sion and transformation tasks. While there are many ETL options
available, the official Neo4j Developer Guides [3] recommend two
in particular. The first is the native Neo4j ETL Tool [4] which
translates relational data from a JDBC connection to a Neo4j graph.

Although this tool is well integrated into the Neo4j Desktop
application and supports various relational databases, it allows for
only limited customization. For instance, apart from basic type
conversions, it lacks the option to add data cleaning steps. The
second one isApacheHop [1], an integration platform for data and
metadata orchestration. It scales well to large systems and databases,
and provides a visual representation of a data transformation, but its
wide range of features can create significant complexity, particularly
in research and non-enterprise situations.

Programmatic. The final option is to code the conversion pipeline
from scratch. This approach provides full control and the abil-
ity to handle arbitrary complexity, but also has significant draw-
backs. Developing a data conversion pipeline from scratch is a
time-consuming task that quickly becomes overly complicated,
especially if the pipeline needs to be dynamically extended or par-
allelized. Data2Neo targets this context.

Data2Neo is a lightweight conversion library that bridges the
gap between the simplicity of ETL tools and the flexibility of a

programmatic approach. It frees the developers from implementing
the graph interactions, allowing them to focus on the abstract
conversion recipe and data processing using the intuitive options
for data conversion and wrangling implemented.

It should be noted that Data2Neo is based on concepts introduced
by the py2neo Python library [33], which is deprecated and no
longer maintained. The Data2Neo Python library is independent of
the py2neo library, and integrates some of its functionalities.

3 LIBRARY OVERVIEW

Data2Neo decomposes the data integration process for a user into
three distinct parts, shown in Figure 1:

• ResourceIterator: This part iterates over the rows or en-
tities in the input data, which may consist of various data
sources, such as multiple tables in a single database or dif-
ferent tables across multiple databases. We call a single
row or entity a Resource. It must be assigned a static type
such as, for example, the table name in a relational data-
base. Resources with the same type should have the same
properties. The Resource type is used to determine how a
Resource should be converted. This abstraction provides
us with the flexibility to accommodate various data sources.

• Conversion Schema: This part specifies the conversion
recipe for each Resource type, effectively serving as a
blueprint for their integration. Its syntax is an extension to
YAML and is intuitive to understand.

• Converter: It takes data from the ResourceIterator and
integrates it into an existing KG, based on the specifications
provided in the Conversion Schema. The Converter au-
tomatically parallelizes the processing onto multiple cores,
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enabling it to scale to large systems. This is the main Python
class a user interacts with.

Users define how to iterate over data (ResourceIterator) and
how to convert it at an abstract level (Conversion Schema). The
Converter then automates the concurrent integration process.
Data2Neo greatly facilitates the creation of a KG from multiple data
sources and can be a real advantage for users without expertise in
graph database technologies.

Furthermore, Data2Neo excels the most on its customizability.
As sketched in Figure 1 (middle), users can customize the processing
by defining pre- and post-processing functions. A preprocessor
adjusts a Resource prior to its processing by the Converter, while
a postprocessor alters the output. These functions, referred to
as "wrappers", offer limitless customization possibilities and can
incorporate any Python code. For example, they can be used to
filter and clean data, enrich data with additional information, verify
and moderate data, and more.

3.1 Sample Task

We present a sample task to demonstrate the library’s API. We
examine a simple retail sales system consisting of five relational
database tables: Product, Order, Supplier, Employee and Or-
derDetail. When using this information for downstream analysis
tasks, the synergies and relationships between these different ac-
tors are essential. For this reason, a knowledge graph, as the one
shown in Figure 2, is the representation that enables richer and
more complex exploration.

We transform each entity from the Supplier, Order, and Em-
ployee tables into individual nodes. Additionally, within the Or-
der table, each entity contains a unique ID corresponding to the
employee responsible for creating the order. This foreign key is
transformed into a relationship linking the Employee and Order
nodes. The Product entities are divided into two distinct nodes: the
Product node itself and a Category node linked to the Product
node via an IN relationship. To ensure data integrity, we merge Cat-
egory nodes based on the CategoryCode attribute, consolidating
them into a single node for each unique category code. Lastly, the
OrderDetail entities are converted into a relationship between
the Order and Product nodes, detailing the quantity of product in
each order. To showcase the library’s customization capabilities, we
make two enhancements to the Category node. First, the Catego-
ryCode is translated to its string name. Second, we parse the parent
Category, corresponding to the first CategoryCode digit, and add
its translated string name as a label to the Category node. Even
though these examples may seem simple, they are impossible, or
require much more involved coding, when using existing methods
because they require external data input and custom logic.

3.2 Workflow

In Listing 1 we present the standard steps required in Data2Neo to
carry out the population of the knowledge graph. TheConverter is
the main Python object that the user interacts with, and needs to be
initializedwith the following three elements: an ResourceIterator
declared according to the data sources, a Conversion Schema
that details the mapping from entities to nodes and relationships,
and the graph credentials. Once the Converter is instantiated,
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Figure 2: Example Conversion Task: A simple product sales system is converted

into a knowledge graph.

1 from tqdm import tqdm
2 from data2neo import Converter
3 from data2neo.relational_modules.sqlite
4 import SQLiteIterator
5
6 # Connect to the SQLite database and create iterator
7 iterator = SQLiteIterator(sqlite3.connect(...))
8
9 # define schema
10 schema = ... # Conversion Schema as string
11
12 # define graph credentials
13 uri, auth = ... # (host, (user, password))
14
15 # setup Converter
16 converter = Converter(schema, iterator, uri, auth)
17
18 # run pipeline
19 converter(progress_bar = tqdm)

Listing 1: The Python interface of Data2Neo. We connect to a sqlite3 database,

for which Data2Neo provides a ResourceIterator out of the box.

the user invokes it to start the conversion, which processes the
data in two steps. First, it iterates over all Resources to create the
nodes in the Neo4j graph, and then it creates the relationships in a
second iteration. By default, theConverter usesmultiple processes
to speed up the conversion process by dividing the Resources
into batches and distributing them among the available processes.
The transfer of data to the graph is always serialized to ensure
correctness.

In the example presented in Listing 1 we presume that the data
is stored in a SQLite database. For SQLite databases and pandas
[24] DataFrames, Data2Neo provides a ResourceIterator natively;
for other databases, users can customize their own Resource and
ResourceIterator. The library offers the opportunity to connect
multiple iterators together, regardless of their data source.

3.3 Schema Syntax

The Conversion Schema is an user-defined recipe that allows
to declare how relational entities are converted to graph elements
(nodes, relationships and their attributes, which correspond to key-
value pairs stored on a node or relationship). Each Resource passed
to the Converter has an associated type, and conversion rules are
specified for each type. The schema allows for one-to-one, one-to-
many and many-to-one conversions of relational entities to graph
elements.
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1 ENTITY("Product"):
2 NODE("Product") productnode:
3 + name = Product.Name
4
5 ParseParentCategory(NODE("Category",

CodeToCategory(Product.ParentCategory))) categorynode:↩→
6 + name = CodeToCategory(Product.CategoryCode)
7 - conversion_date = Product.ConversionDate
8
9 RELATIONSHIP(productnode, "IN", categorynode):
10 RELATIONSHIP(MATCH("Supplier", id=Product.SupplierID), "SUPPLIES",

productnode):↩→
11
12 ENTITY("Order"):
13 NODE("Order") ordernode:
14 + id = Order.ID
15 - date = Order.Date
16
17 RELATIONSHIP(MATCH("Employee", id=ordernode.EmployeeID), "SELLS",

ordernode):↩→
18
19 ENTITY("Supplier"):
20 NODE("Supplier"):
21 + id = Supplier.ID
22 - name = Supplier.Name
23
24 ENTITY("Employee"):
25 NODE("Employee"):
26 + id = Employee.ID
27 - name = Employee.Name
28
29 ENTITY("OrderDetail"):
30 RELATIONSHIP(MATCH("Order", id=OrderDetail.OrderID), "CONTAINS",

MATCH("Product", id=OrderDetail.ProductID):↩→
31 - amount = OrderDetail.Amount

Listing 2: Conversion Schema for sample task.

The full Conversion Schema for the sample task is shown in
Listing 2, with which we illustrate the main features provided by
Data2Neo, required to build and populate the KG.

The schema follows a YAML-like syntax. There are four main
keywords: ENTITY , NODE , RELATIONSHIP and MATCH . Each keyword is
followed by parentheses containing keyword-specific definitions.
At the first indent level, we define the Resource type using the
ENTITY keyword, and the specific Resource type in quotes. Follow-
ing YAML syntax the line must end with a colon.

ENTITY("Product"): conversion definitions...

Now, different attributes of the Resource can be specified using
the entity name as prefix, e.g., Product.Name . These attributes from
the ENTITY can be used to define nodes and relationships.

Nodes. To generate nodes from input data, we use the NODE key-
word. In parentheses, we specify the comma-separated labels. In
Neo4j a label is a type associated with a node. Each node can have
multiple labels. We can also use an attribute of the Resource as a
label:

NODE("Label", "Other Label", Product.Name)

After the parentheses, we can define an optional identifier with
which we can reference the node when defining Relationships. In
lines 2-3 of Listing 2, productnode serves as the identifier. See line
9 for its reference when defining a relationship; more details on
defining relationships are provided later.

To set attributes of a node, we follow standard YAML syntax. The
attribute name can be different from that of the Resource attribute,
as we can observe in line 3 where name is used for attribute Name

of Product . Also in line 3 we can observe how - has been replaced
by a + to specify it is the primary attribute of the node. A primary
attribute is a unique, non-null identifier assigned to a node. Primary
attributes as well as the first specified label are used to merge
nodes, i.e. if the primary attribute of two nodes is the same and
they have an identical first label, they are merged. When merging
elements, Data2Neo will update all the attributes and labels of the
existing element with the new information. This is useful to push
information from different Resources to the same node, allowing
for complex many-to-one conversions. However, it is important to
bear in mind that primary attributes can slow down the conversion
process as it requires additional computation for matching.

Relationships. The RELATIONSHIP keyword requires three arguments:
the source node, the type of the relationship, and the target node:

RELATIONSHIP(-source-, "TYPE", -target-):

The reference to the -source- and -target- can be done either
through node identifiers or with a MATCH clause, which allowsmatch-
ing any set of nodes in the graph. If the source or the target has
multiple nodes, a relationship is created for each combination of
source and target. The MATCH clause expects one or more comma-
separated labels, followed by zero or more attribute equalities. For
example, in line 10 we match a Supplier node in the graph whose
id attribute matches the value of Product.SupplierID , and create a
relationship of type SUPPLIES between these nodes and the node
with identifier productnode . Attributes are defined in the same way
as they are for nodes, and similarly, primary attributes can be used
to merge relationships.

3.4 Customization with Wrappers

Wrappers are a fundamental component of the Data2Neo library, en-
abling users to enhance its functions and tailor it to their individual
requirements.

After the user has defined the three elements required – a Re-
sourceIterator, a Conversion Schema, and the Converter –
the process of building and populating the KG can be started. The
Converter compiles the blueprints, outlined in the Conversion
Schema into a conversion pipeline. This pipeline processes each
Resource in two main steps. First, a subgraph, a graph formed
by just the nodes and/or relationships from one single Resource,
is built. Then, the attributes of the nodes and relationships in the
subgraph are filled in one at a time. Pre- and postprocessors, built
as Python functions, can be used in each of these steps. They allow
to customize either the input or output data, acting before (prepro-
cessor) or after (postprocessor) a Resource is processed in each
step. A subgraph postprocessor acts on the nodes and relationships
of a subgraph, while an attribute postprocessor manipulates the
attributes, i.e., key-value pairs, of nodes and relationships. A node
label or relationship type is also treated as an attribute, except
its key is empty. Both a subgraph preprocessor and an attribute
preprocessor operate on the input Resource.

This system offers considerable flexibility. Although modifica-
tions can often be made in more than one way, either before or
after data conversion, this two points intervention capability al-
lows for a high degree of customization, accommodating any user’s
specific needs. It is important to remark that defining a wrapper is
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1 from data2neo import register_attribute_postprocessor
2 from data2neo import register_subgraph_preprocessor
3 from data2neo import Attribute
4
5 @register_attribute_postprocessor
6 def CodeToCategory(attribute):
7 # an attribute is defined by its key and a value
8 code = attribute.value
9 conversion = {
10 1: "Clothing",
11 2: "Home appliances",
12 101: "T-Shirts",
13 102: "Pants",
14 ...
15 } # You could also query an API here
16 return Attribute(attribute.key, conversion[code])
17
18 @register_subgraph_preprocessor
19 def ParseParentCategory(resource):
20 resource["ParentCategory"] = int(str(resource["CategoryCode"])[0])
21 return resource

Listing 3: Definitions of wrappers for the sample task. The attribute postpro-

cessor CodeToCategory converts the category code to its string corespondent.

The AddConversionDate subgraph preprocessor adds the parent category, which

is the first digit of the CategoryCode. as an attribute to the Resource. This

can then be accessed in the schema as any other Resource attribute.

as easy as registering a Python function with Data2Neo through a
decorator. Afterward, the wrapper’s name can be referenced in the
Conversion Schema.

In our example scenario, we convert the category code of the
Category node to a name. We define the function CodeToCategory

and register it as attribute postprocessor. We also modify the Re-
source to include the parent category using the ParseParentCategory

subgraph preprocessor. We can reuse the CodeToCategory wrapper
to convert this to its string version. See Listing 3 for the defini-
tion of the wrappers and lines 5 and 6 in Listing 2 for their use in
the schema. Besides, let’s note that we have the freedom to use
any other Python tools, including state-full wrappers. For further
details, please consult the documentation.

4 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We compare the runtime performance of the Data2Neo library to
Direct Import (DI) using CYPHER and CSV files. To analyse the
runtime of the two methods, we present a new conversion task.

4.1 Task

The benchmark uses open-source Github data from [14] as the
data source. For each repository, the data is stored in a relational
database with two tables: commits and edits. We create nodes for
each commit, file, and author. Edits are represented as relationships
from the commit to the file with the relationship type given by the
edit_type attribute of the edit column in all upper letters. If an
edit renames a file, we also create a RENAMED_TO relation to the
new file.

The task requires conditionals, dynamic type setting and at-
tribute modification. In pure CYPHER this is not possible, so we
need to complement CYPHER queries with extra functionalities
from the APOC plugin. The use of APOC requires further exper-
tise. The task has moderate difficulty and is suitable for testing the
performance of Data2Neo and DI.

Methodology. We conduct our evaluation on a machine equipped
with an Intel Xeon (Skylake) CPU, 64 cores, and 256 GB of RAM.
We run a local instance of Neo4j version 5.18.1, using the default
configuration with the exception of db.import.csv.buffer_size,
which was set to 1GB to accommodate large input CSV files. For
data import with Data2Neo, we utilized 32 workers and a batch
size of 20,000. Similarly, for DI, we used transactions of 20,000 rows.
Each experiments is repeated 5 times. The input data is stored in
an SQLite database. For the DI, we need to first export the data-
base to CSV to be readable via CYPHER. Data2Neo can directly
access the SQLite database. The benchmark scripts, including the
Conversion Schema and the CYPHER commands, are available at
jkminder/data2neo-performance-evaluation.

4.2 Analysis

We compare the performance of Data2Neo to that of DI across three
different repository sizes. To run DI, one must install the APOC
plugin. Further, one needs to adjust neo4j configurations to handle
large CSV inputs. The results, presented in Table 1, demonstrate
that DI is consistently faster due to its utilization of Neo4j’s inter-
nal structures and performance optimizations. However, Data2Neo,
as a pure Python library, still efficiently processes large datasets,
handling up to 34 million rows in under 2 hours. Notably, Data2Neo
offers a much simpler and more intuitive approach compared to
executing this task by first exporting the database and then lever-
aging CYPHER and APOC. The CYPHER command alone is about
2,500 characters long, whereas the Data2Neo conversion scheme is
only about 1,000 characters long, and is much more intuitive.

In summary, while it may not match DI in speed, Data2Neo
provides greater flexibility, adaptability, and simplicity, making it a
valuable tool for developers and data scientists.

Table 1: Conversion runtime comparison for three repositories on the de-

scribed task. The table includes the number of input rows, as well as the

number of nodes and relationships in the created graph. The runtime is dis-

played in minutes, representing the mean and standard deviation across five

experiment repetitions.

Repository Input Output Runtime [min]
Name Rows Nodes / Relations DI Data2Neo
ansible/ansible 6 917 313 86 755 / 6 968 631 8.7 ±0.1 23.5 ±0.4
tensorflow/tensorflow 22 707 206 135 234 / 22 808 448 28.1 ±2.0 75.3 ±1.7
openshift/origin 34 846 906 125 515 / 34 889 186 39.7 ±0.7 112.9 ±2.9

5 CONCLUSION

We present Data2Neo, an open-source Python library that enables
the seamless creation of conversion pipelines from relational data
to Neo4j graph databases. Data2Neo simplifies the process by mini-
mizing boilerplate code while still allowing for complex conversion
scenarios and enabling continuous online integration of data from
any source. Its flexibility makes it an ideal solution for users who
have a dynamic research environment and need to regularly up-
date their graph structure and processing functions. The library
separates the conversion process into a clear and easily modifi-
able Conversion Schema and the processing code itself, making it
easy to manage and update conversion pipelines. It combines the
simplicity of ETL tools like the Neo4j ETL Tool with the limitless
customization options of a programmatic approach in Python.

https://data2neo.jkminder.ch
https://github.com/jkminder/data2neo-performance-evaluation
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In addition to its ease of use, Data2Neo has proven to be highly
efficient and scalable, even for large datasets. Despite its Python
backend, we have shown that its runtime overhead is manageable,
even when compared to native Neo4j import functions, and it can
process millions of records per hour with automatic paralleliza-
tion. Overall, Data2Neo is a valuable tool for developers and data
scientists looking to convert relational data to knowledge graphs.
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